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Indian  Cricket  is  on  a  high  these  days.   Winning  one
tournament after another has now become a routine feature for
India.   Bringing in just the bench strength to take on the
likes of New Zealand team is a milestone that the world is
watching with total disbelief.  The just concluded 3-match
series in 50-over format against New Zealand has left them
shaken and outclassed.  

The highlight of the Indian Team is that we have discovered
one Surya Kumar Yadav whose range of shots takes the game to a
altogether different level.  As if he just descended from
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MARS.  The short form of his name too is SKY.  He hits good
balls disdainly  and one can imagine the treatment meted out
to bad balls.  He plays all over with straight bat, horizontal
bat, scoop, lap shot and what not.  It is just amazing to see
the range of shots he has in his arsenal.  Bowlers are often
left in a mad like situation when up against SKY.

We consider the other legends too, but he is the greatest,
head and shoulders above them.  His heroics are unparalleled
and the whole cricket fraternity is singing his songs. 

Opposition too is applauding his batting feat and some kind of
relief  rends  the  air  when  he  departs.   Then  the  contest
between bat and ball starts anew.

The ‘rotation policy’ has brought in all the bench strength
into play, particularly bowlers.  

India’s fast bowling strength is unbelievably amazing.  We
have Bhuvi, Arshdweep, Siraj, Bumrah, Shami, Pandya.  They
certainly have an edge over Umran Mallik and many more.  

In  batting,  the  resurgence  of  Virat  Kohli  has  given  new
dimension to batting as well.  With the likes of Rohit, Ishaan
Kishan, Surya, Gill, Rahul, Iyer are all in-form batters and
rarin-to-go.  

Amongst allrounders,  Hardik, Ravinder Jadeja, Ashwin, Shardur
Thakur, Axar Patel, to name a few.  

Among  spinners,  Kuldeep  Yadav,  Ashwin,  Chchahal  and  many
more. 

Indian fielding standard is second to none.  With the intro of
YOYO test as pre-requisite, every player has to maintain high-
class fitness so as to survive and establish his position in
the side.  

We, in cricket, has reached a stage when others look up to us
to emulate the feat and plan their own cricket strategy.  



Why India lost the World Cup
semi-final to England
Sunil Sarpal analyses the 2022 ICC T20 World Cup – semi-final
between England and India

Jos Buttler leads England to victory

England beat India comprehensively in the semis. England won
the toss and decided to make first use of the ball.

After  the  match,  Kapil  Dev  very  rightly  pointed  out  that
Indians are chokers. (Although this tag was originally awarded
to the South African team in 1991)

Before the start of the match, Sunil Gavaskar made a valid
point – that Indians chase better than setting a target.

I personally attributed India’s defeat to ‘Law of Averages’
over any other pointer. One bad day in office and India is out
of the ICC World Cup.

There are some valid questions on the selection of the side.

1) What is the utility of Axar Patel in the side? Does he fit
into T-20 side, if yes, then on what basis – batting or
bowling or in the category of being a bits and pieces player?
He is neither a free flowing batsman, nor does he spin the
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ball judiciously.

2) What is Ashwin’s contribution in the side? Batsmen hit him
for sixers at will. He is effective only on turning tracks.

3)  Rohit  Sharma  being  the  captain  of  the  side,  performed
little in terms of batting. How can a non-performing captain
lead from the front?

4) In this match, both Bhuvi and Arshdeep were not disciplined
in line and length and gave room invariably to batsmen to play
freely.

England Captain Buttler, once settled, scored heaps of runs
and India did not have the arsenal to get his scalp.

Indians batted poorly during first 6 overs and scored only 36
runs for the loss of KL Rahul. Another noticeable fact is,
that Kohli does not score as quickly as Hardik or Surya K
Yadav.

Making a mockery of Kartik vs Pant selection does not leave a
good taste and is not a healthy sign for their confidence. As
if this is a musical chairs game for them.

One more selection error, if not made, could have strengthened
Indian batting. It was the non-inclusion of specialist batsman
Hooda in place of bits and pieces Axar Patel.

In  a  nut-shell,  India  lost  the  match  because  of  its  own
selection errors.


